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This article contends that teaching phatmacy communication courses requires more than skills training.
Communication skills are critical components to pharmacy education. However, pharmacy educators must be
able 10 facilitate intemalizationofsuchskills.This
article suggests Ihat a cognitive approach for teaching
communication skills is needed in pharmacy communication courses. The Pharmacy Communication Belief
Instrument (PCBI) is introduced as a means of measuring cognitive change relative to a pharmacy communication course.

Over the past several years many:Irticles have appearedstressing the importance of communication in phamlacy practice.
Required courses in communication ha\'e been de\'eloped to
provide our pham1acy students with necessarycommunication
skills. Credit must be given to. Eli Lilly and Company. in
cooperation with the American Association of Colleges of

Pharmacy. for sponsoring a series of Pharmacy Educators

Communication
Skills Workshopssince 1977.11lisdrort certainly provided a foundation for many pharmacy communicationcourses and made many phannacy educators aware
of the fact that not enough attention was being paid to this
important :Irea.The fundamental emphasis of these workshops
was on skills training in communication.
The cognitive aspects of pharmacy communications

were not

emphasized until 1979 when Baldwin et al. .suggested communication apprehension

(CA) as a contributing

"an individual's level of fear or anxiety associatedwith either
real or anticipated communication with another person or persons"(3). Bergeretal. furtherstudiedCA in pharmacy stUdents
and developed approaches to help them overcome this
problem(4-7). Although CA representsthe way a personfeels
about communicating. not holYhe or she communicates. CA is
seen as having serious behavioralimplications.The point made:

by the:n:searchon communication
apprehensionis that the'
cognitive aspects of communicationtraining areas importantas
the behavioral (skills) aspects. Students and pham1acistswho
fear communicating (or the consequences of communicating)
would not be as likelyto engage in communicationwith patients
and others as students who do not fear communicating(6).It is
certainly true

that

for

some of these students; skills training may

alleviate some of the problem: however. (he findings of the

factor pre-

research in this area also suggest skills training is not enough. A

disposing pharmacists and pharmacy students to avoid patient
communication(l). McCroskey(:!) advanced the original con-

change in cognition must take place. Skills must be internalized
!

ceptualizarion
of CA in 1~70.Communication
appreh~nsion
is

I Co",,'ponding author.
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(cognitively) by the individual before they will be used, Moreover. CA is only one facet of the cognitive domain.
The notion that cognitions are critical in shaping behavior is
not at all new. Ajzen and Fishbein haw wlinen e:ttensivcly
atx'ut the relatil'nship bet\veen belicfs :m,:( subsequent behniors(S.9).
They st:lIe. ".. .in the Iin:lI analysis. rehavior
chan!;C is brought about by pmdueing changes in beliefs. lly
influencing beliefs about the con>"'I:quencesof perfornling behavior we can produce change in the auitude towan! the behavior. . . "(8). When we teach our students about assertiveness
. or various other skills we arc asking them to change their
communication behaviors. Fundamentallv. two things must
happen before the student uses thesc new skills. Firsr. he or she
must believe that the consequences of using these s~ills are more
positive than negative. St'cond. he or she must visualize herl
himself using these new skills. The student must "see:" how he:
or she is going to use them. 80th of these processes are
cognitive. What Ajzen and Fishbein(S) arc saying is that without these two steps being internalized positively. the likelihood
of adoption of these new behaviors (skills) will be e:<ceedingly
low. Obscrvation and conversations with students confirm this.
Many students state that they can "see" someone else being
asse!1ive (etc.) but not themselves.
Relatedly. much is being wriuen and produced in the area of
self-image psychok'gy as applied to various fidds including
athlctics(lO-I-I). The basic premise is. that individuals adopt
certain behaviors only if those bchaviors arc comoatible: with
their self-image, Aga;'n. a rerson must' 'see" henhi'mself doing
the behavi,'r. The beha\'i,'r must be internalized. This is
cogniti \"e.
The impo!1ance of these ideas in teaching pharolacy communication courses is that skills training is simply not enough.
Manv of our students will use the skills thev are taUl~ht in the
class'room because there is an associated g'rade. but wiII not
continue to do so after the class is over. .
(J
MISCONCEPTIONS

ABOUT COMMUNICATION

Although many pharm:1C:istsand ph:mn:l<:y studems have never
had a fornlal course in the field of communication. this does not
mean they have never learned anything about communication.
In the course of everyday living. not to mention attending
elementary and secondary schools. people acquire many conceptions about communication that arc common in our culture.
Thus. cognitive learning about communication is inherent in our
society. with or without formal teaching.
Unfortunately. many of the common conceptions related to
human communication arc at odds with clear thinking about this
vital human activity. These "misconceptions."
as we preferto
. call them. frequently interfere with the development of good
communicaton skills as well as presenting barriers to the understanding of the communicatilln behaviors lIf others. In l'l\ler to
illustrate slime of the kinds of cognitive' concerns ph~nl1acy
educators need tll consider when anempting tl1 imprllve the
communication of their studenrs. we will discuss some lIf the
communication miscllnceptillns which have been addressed
e:ttensivelv bv communication scholars( 1-1.15),
Meanings' are in words. Probably the most c<)lnmon misconception about communication is that meanings arc in words.
We learn as linle children that if we do not understand a word.
we should look it up in the dictionary. Fonn this we fail to learn
that waNS an: merely codes, s\'mbols for meanincs we have in
our mind. While wo;.us (as weil as nonverbal sv~bols) e:<ist in
many forms. meanings e:tist only in reople'~ minds. Thus.
m~anings ar~ in pt'op/~. ncJt ill ",ords.
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No word has meaning apart from the person using it and the
conte:<t in which it is used. To the e:ttent that two people have
different meanings for the same word. communication between
those people which uses th:lt word will be less effective than
would be possible if they gave the same meaning to that word.
To a major <legree. successful communication bctween twt\'
r--"C.'pledepends on the e:ttent to which they have similar meanings for the woNS (and for the::nonverbal symtx,ls) they use.
The meanings-we have for WONSare a product of our culture.
our social d:iss. and e:<periences-including
our educational
background. :Consequently. the:: pharmacist who wishes to
stimulale some meaning in the mind of a patient must select
wONS (and nonverbal symbols) to be used on the basis of what
he or she e:<pects the patient's meanings for those words to be.
One who tells a patient to take a medication "four times a day"
should not I?e surprised when the patient takes it all during the
morning hours rather than "after each meal and before
bedtime. "
Communication
is n \'erbal process. When most people think
of "communication."
they think of words. whether wriuen or
spoken. This verbal focus is understandable. given that is what
our educational system stresses from kinderga!1en through
college. Howeve;. communication,
particul;rly oral co~munication, is not just a \'erbal process. II also is a nonverbal
pn.>cess.
What we say or write. of ,'ourse. is importanr. BUIoften how
we say it is of equal or even greater imIX,rcance. Our nonverbal
behavior will determine to a maj,'r extent whether people even
ch,'It'se to "l'mmunic'ate with us, and if they d", it will bc a major
detemlinanr "I' what they interrret ,'ur w,'Ns t" mean. C,'mmrminuian is borir <l I'abal emd a Iwnwri><ll proc~ss, The
phannacist who sincerely wants to help her/his palients gives
prescriptions to the::mand asks if Ihey have any questions. If the
phannacist is standing on an devated platform behind a high
counter and is wearinc a white coat. he or she should not be
surprised if patienrs consistently shake their heads and leave.
Nonverbally. the pharnlacist may bc indil'ating that he l'r she
docs not wish [0 communicate.
Telling is communicating.
This misconception provides the
foundation for' many interpersonal contlicts as well as misunderstandings. Many people operate as if saying (or writing)
something is equivalent to communicating it. It is not. Saying it
is just a first step in the communication process.
The misconception stems from our failure to recognize the
active role the receiver plays in the communication process.
. Receivers are nut sponges. TIley hear or read messages. inrerpret them. evaluate them in light of their own experiences. and
record in their memories wha~,ur messages mean tll them.
These [)leanings mav be verv different from. or even diametrically opposed (0. (he ~leanings we intended them to
rccoN. Tc'lIillg is ollly Iwl[ofcCJllllmmicalins. at best. Remember the::"four times a day" e:'lamplc: noted above.
Communication
can break down. When pel'ple, or e\'en
nations. attempt to'innuence one another but are unsuccessful.
they often fed a need [() place blame for that failure. The
"communication breakdown" is the culprit which is identified
frequently. Somehow. it seems, if we can asse!1 that communication broke down, there is no need to assunle that anyone::
is al fault, The concept of communication breakdown shouid be
recognized for just what il is. a cop-out intended to cover
someone's failure to communicate effectivelv.
When people refer to communication
breakdowns they
usually are implying that cllnul1UniCalion is unsuccessful. but
this does not mean that communication did nOI occur. In fact.
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when two people are in proximity to one another. communic:lIion is constantly occurring. Even in the absence of talk,
on~ cannot not comm'tnicat~. While the grammar of this stlllement is questionable. the content illustrates a'very imponant
concept about communication. To simply stop talking does not
terminate communication or mean that communication has
broken down. The absence of verbal communication often
communicates more than would its presence.
Communic:l!ion is a natural ability. The final misconception
about communicaton to consider is the idea that communication
ability is something one is born with. Communication is not an
inborn ability. Communication is a learned abilit)'. Only in the
last decade or so have the pharmacy profession and pharmacy
educators recognized that communication can' be .improved
through formal educational experiences. Many of our students
have not vet come to that realization.
Allhough the normal child is born with the capacity to learn to
be an effective communicator. without careful instruction the
child is unlikely to become one. Such instruction is sadly
lacking in most elementary and secondary schools as well as
many colleges and universities. The fact that a large proponion
of our pharmacy students have not developed a high level of
communication skill is far more a function of their lack of
opponunity to stUdy communication in their previous school
vears than some inborn limitation. We must lead our students to
~nderstand that they can become effective communicators. just
as others have. by careful study and practice.
,
While the above misconcet'tions about communication are
only a few of those highlighted in writings in the field of
communication, our purpose he:-e is only to illustrate some of
the kinds of cognitive issues that pharmacy educators need to
address in their communication classes. not to replicate in(ormation which appears in many textbooks devoted to communication. These cognitive orientations are the kinds of cog-nitions which can either enhance or inhibit- the development of
effective skills in our students,
'
CHANGING
CHANGE

COGNITiON

AND ME.';SUREMENT
.

It seems reasonable to believe that ohar::1acv educators teach

students certain communication skiUs ~ec;use they believe
these skills are imponant for use in pharmacy practice (and in
everyday interaction). Therefore. it seems appropriate to do as
much as possible to ensure that these skills will be adopted or
used by our students. Based upon the extensive research of
Ajzen. Fishbein and others, it is reasonable to conclude that a
cognitive approach will be extremely useful. However. it is
crucial to.know if change is occurring. Often this is assumed.
but never measured. Therefore. a discussion of the devc:lopment
of an instrument to measure cognitive change relative to a
pharmacy communication
THE PHARMACY
INSTRUMENT

course will be .pu.rsucd.

COMMUNICATION

BELIEF

In developing the instrument. the researchers envisioned that it
would be given to students at the beginning and end of a
pharmacy communication course. A paired '-test would be used
to determine if individual item and overall change scores were
significant. This would give an instructor an indication of where
significant change in beliefs was occurring and where funher
emphasis was needed. It is imponant to note that this particular
instrument was developed to serve the needs of the researchers
for a panicular pharmacy communication course being taught.
It was not necessarily meant to be the definitive instrument for
AnMrican Journal
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all pharmacy communication courses. II was meant to provide
educators with guidelines and a philosophical approach for its
development. The newly developed instrument was originally
composed of twenty-four
belief statements about communication. in general. and pharmacy communication. in par- '
ticular (see Appendix A). The instrument was named the Pharmacy Cbmmunication Belief Instrument (PCBI) (see Appendix
A). The items chosen were ba.~edupon both the objectives of a
- pharmacy communicat\on course deemed appropriate by the
researchers and a list cif commonly held conceptions or misconceptions about communication( 14). As a result. some items
may no! be appropriate for a course with different objectives.
For example, some questions might be raised about the appropriateness of Item a (see Appendix B). In the particular pharmacy communication course the instrument was developed for.
time is 'spent examining the limitations of drug information
alone in'patient counseling. In the course, the students are given
three copies each of drug information on Valium. The resources
used are the (USP.Dl), the Physician's Desk Referena. and
FaCIS and Comparisons. They are told. one week in advance,
that they will need to counsel several patients on the use of
Valium; so they will need to be thoroughly familiar with the
. drug. The following week they are asked to give advice to these
patients: in role play situations. One prescription the student
receivd is for Valium 5mg. #30. one tablet three times a day
for anxiety. no refills. The problem is that the patient operates a
bulldozer on his job. In fact. pressures at work are one of the
reasons;he is taking Valium. The literature cenainly indicates
that operating heavy machinery may be dangerous while taking
Valium! And the student certainly knows this. Drug information
alone Won't solve this patient's problems. Tailoring the medicaton to the patient's needs will do this. This process requires
several communication skills, including empathy. assertiveness
and effective questioning.
ID totill six different Valium prescriptions are presented with
other problems covered, bUt not resolved by the literature. The
attempt is not to convince studerits that drug information is not
imponant. The attempt is to show students th:it it is not enough.
The PCB I was sent to six pharmacy professors throughout the
country; to give to their students at the beginning of their
pharmacy communication course. A large enough sample was
needed to do an exploratory factor analysis. In all 239 students
compleied the PCBI. Cronbach's alpha was 0.48. Since many.
. different beliefs are being measured. alpha will be moderately
low. The purpose of the factor analysis was to determine if: (i)
the items represent a unified set of cognitions. and (ii) any items
should be discarded. If the items represented a un!fied set of
cognitions (a single factor), then the instrument might be able to
be used in any pharmacy communication course. However, if
several 'factors were present. it would be necessary to examine
individual iteins to determine if they are truly compatible with
teaching objectives (in regard to cognitive change). This does
not make the instrument less valuable.
.
The factor analysis for the original instrument (see Appendix
A) revealed at least four major factors. Z Seven items were
dropped from the instrument in total. These were items J. K, L,
M, P. R. and S. These items were d~pped either because they
did not appear to load substantially on anyone factor. or because
in terms of cognitive change. the items were not panicularly
useful. For example. Item J. "Communication is neither good
nor bad." In regard to cognitive change. we would not gain
much ih a communication course if students changed their

I

: Factor 3lIaly,i. i$ ivail.ble upon rc~ue'l (n,m llie com:'ponding ,ul~or.
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Table I. Mean Item scores and overall PCBI scores before and after exposure
Item
A
n

C

'

D
E ;
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
TO[;JI

Ideal
score
5
5
5
I
I
5
5
5
:;
5
5
1
I
1
:;
. I
5
85

Difference

Before

AOer

.tOO
. 3.75

4.
4.48

0.:!3
0.73

3.60
4.48
4.15
3.45
4.:!3
:!.73
4.J3
J.SJ
-1.':.1
-I.OS
-I..:.:
.1.lIS
3.63
3.7S
3.SS
66.45

1.61
0.55
0.35
0.75
0.:5
0.95
I.IS
n.7J
'O.SS
0.:0
n.55
0..:5
0.30
0.70
0.63
II:Q1

1.98
3.93
3.80
2.70
3.98
. I.7S
3.t5
J.1lI
1.J:;
J.SS
.1.is
2.63
3.J3
3.08
3.:!5
55.43

.

tive to the PCB!.

.

By having the information provided by Table I. an instriictor
may adjust his/her teaching to emphasize areas where weaknesses e;{ist. and know where positive change is occurring. For
example, even though statistically significant change took place
on Item H. "Words have meaning." an "after" score of only
2.70 was achieved. It was a goal of this course to illustrate to
studenls Ihal words. in fact. don't have meanin!.!. As stated
previously people and eonte;{t give words. meaning. This is
especially impo"ant in pharnlac)' pr.lctice when: din:clions such
3S .. pm" or "pc & hs" are gi\'en to palients. What do these
me:ll1? If, for e;{ample. a patient cats' onl)' two meals a day and
the phannacist does not explain that Ihe intent of the "pc & hs"
prescription is four times a day. the patient will only t?-ke the
54

Significance
level

1.10
6.11 .

0.:!77

0.001

6.57
5.45
3.56
2.81
2.2-1
-1.05
5.07
-1.65
5.JI
1..11
-I.S7
3.6-1
':.08
J.62
-1.41
10.95

Items D. E. L. ~f. N. .nd P wel'< I'<conJ<d(5 = I). (4 = :!). (:!= 4). (I = <:1-)
forthe purpose uf ub(.inin~.
therefol'<. Ihe closer il would be 10 Ihe "ide.'" 10'" score of 85.

responses from positi\'e to negative. No behavior could be
associated with this change in cognition.
,
Based upon the course objectives and Ihe factor analysis. a
seventeen item PCBI was developed (see Appendi;{ B). This
instrument was used at the beginning and end or a pharmacy
communication course taught at Auburn. University. 11le instructor was very careful not to tell the students the purpose or
the instrument. Moreover. students were lold 10 respond with
what they believed to be true. This was emphasized again at the
end of the quarter. They were told Ihat there were no right or
wrong answers. In addition. students were told Ihey could see
the instructor after the tinal class if they wanted 10 know about
the use of the instrument. Because the items were developed
with course objectives in mind, effo"s were made Ihroughout
the quarter to inl1uence student beliefs and demonstrate why the
concepts they were being taught were impo"ant. The instrument (PCBI) was simply being used 10 enmine if signific;mt
change had occurred. 11le course was the intervention. As was
discussed previously with Item 0, every pcm item was presented and aClivdv demonstr.lted Ihrou!:hout the course. Students wen: not jus't lold passively 10 believe something.
. The pre- and post-item scon:s and o\'erall scores may be seen
in Table!. (n addition. Appendh C. an e;{panded syllabus of the
course. is available from the corresponding author 10 give the
reader a perspective on the course content and objectives rela-

to course (N=40)
Paired
t

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.008
0.031
0.001
0.001
O.IJOI
O.O(}(
O.I'IS
IUXlI
O.lX)1
O.
0.001
0.001
0.001

'ural pl'<' and post- PCBI SCOI'<.
The higherthe (ot.l seOI'<.

r11cdication three times. Of course. the other e;{treme is possiblc. Diabetics eat man\' "mini" meals and could takc too
much of a given mcdicat;on. Therefore. this item needs more
emphasis in the classroom so that the probability of the desired
behavior (student thoroughly e;{plains directions to patient) is
increased.
On the other hand. not much mon: effo" may need 10 be put
into items B. D. I. and M. It is n:ally up to the individual
instructor to make these decisions. For our course an average
"after" score of at least 4.00 per item is our objective. It is
impo"ant to study an item longitudinally 10 insure that teaching
effectiveness n:mains consislent and improvemenl is occurring
where it is needed. At least with this kind of feedback. good
decisions can be made.
SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSIONS

Chan!.!e in beliefs or co!:nitions arc critical to chan!:cs in subsequc";11behavior. In ph;rnlacy communication cou;:;'es we are
anempting to change behavior hy providing sludents with a set
of skills.

The devclopmcnt and use of the PCBI are intendedto provide
pharmacy educators teaching communication with a method for
assessing. in an objective way. whether cognitive change is
occurring. The authors an: not suggesting that the PCBI is the
detinitive instrument for doing this. However. it does provide a
basis fore;{ploring this type of change. As a result of the work of
Ajzen and Fishbein. it seems clear that if beliefs are not
changed. new behaviors will not likely be adopted. As educators we have a n:sponsibiJity to be accounlable for what we
do; for assessing whether wc really are having'an impact on a
student's beliefs. This is a sta".
A
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APPENDIX

I

A. ORIGINAL PHARMACY COMMUNICATION

BELIEF INSTRUMENT

I

Diredions: This instrument is composed of24 slalements concerning communication. Please indicate in the space provided the degree to which each
statement renects what you believe about communication-whether you (I) Strongly' Agree. (2) Agree. (3) Arc Undecided. (4) Disagree. or (5)
Strongly Disagree with each stalement. ~bny of the statements may seem similar to otlicr statements. Do not be concerned about this. Work quickly
and record your firsr impression.

-

A. Communicationskillsreallvean't be tau~tl!.
B. It is not necessaryto requiica pharmacy-communication
course.
C. Somepeoplearc borncommunicators.
D. I can learn to be an effectivecommunicator.

-

E. I see

-

F. Drug knowledge will make me an effective communicator.
G. I don't see mysclf talking comfortably wirh patients.

._1.

myself doing a good job of counseling

H.Wordshavemeaning.
!. Communication
isprimarilyverbal.

:

.

Communication is a gOod thing.

I

I

K.Themorecommunication.
thebener.
L. Communication
canbreakdown.
M.Communication
willsolvcourproblems..
N. WhenpeopleSlOplalking.theystopcommunicating.
O. BeingassertiveisOKforothers.butnotforme.

-

Q.Communication
requiresdesire.understanding,
andexperience.

I

Ii
I

P. When IwOpeople get angry at each other: communication has broken down.

-

R. The primary purpose of effective

S. Communication cannot be effective if people arc opset with each other.

-

-

-

communication

is to innuence

,

-

-

.

i
I

patients.

-

-

-I
I

and control

I

the actions and thoughts of other people.

T. I wouldcommunicatemoreeffectivelyas the resoltof a communicaronCourse.

U.I communicatebetterthan mostpeople.
I
V.In pharmacy practice. drug knowledge is more important than communication skills.
:
w. Most communication comes from what we do, not what we say.

X.I am not an effective communicaror.

i

!

.

APPENDIX

B. PHARMACY

COMMUNICATION

BELIEF INSTRUMENT
I

.

I

Directions: This instrument iscomposed of 17statements concerning cummunication. !'!ease indicate in rhespace provided Ihedegree to which each
statement renects what YOIlbelieve about communication-whether you (I) Strongly, Agree. (2) Agree. (3) Are !Jndecided. (4) Disagree. or (5)
Strongly Disagree wilh each statement. Many of Ihestatements may seem similar to olher slalements. Do not be concerned aboullhis. Work quickly
and record your first impression.
I
Communication skills really can't be laughI.

.

-

A.

-

B. It is not necessaryto requirea pharmacycommunicationcourse.
C. Sumepeoplearc borncommunicators.
D. I can Icarnto be an effeclivecommunicator.
E. I sce myselfdoinga goodjob of counselingpatients.
F. Drugknowledgewill makeme an effeclivecommunicator.
G. I don't see myselflalkingcomfortablywithpalienlS.

-

_1.

-

H.Words have meaning.

I. Communicationis primarilyverbal.
Whenpeoplestop lalking.they SlOpcommunicating.

I
I

-

K. Beins assertive is OK for others. bUInot for me.
L. Communication requires desire. understanding. and experience.
I
M. I would communicate more effectively as the n:sul! of a communica!ionlcourse.

-

N. (communicatebener Ihanmostpeople.

-

-

I

O. In pharmacy praclice. drug knowl~'lfgeis man: important than communication .skills.
P. Most communication comes from what we do. not what we say.

Q.I am not an effeclivecommunicator.

I

I
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